
With and Without A Shepherd - Psalm 23:1-3 (John 10) 9-12-21
What happens to sheep when they do not have a shepherd? They wander around 

aimlessly. How does that translate to us as human beings? How does that translate to us as sinful 
human beings? Have you thought about your life in these terms? If we have not then we are 
missing the basics. God compares all of humanity to sheep. We all like sheep have gone astray. 
We are helpless like sheep without a shepherd. This is the situation we all find ourselves in when 
we come into this world with the heart that we are naturally born with. That is until the good 
Shepherd comes and takes us as His own, if that is His will. Until then we will do the opposite of 
what these first three verses tell us. This is the reality of all those who are outside of true 
salvation in Christ whether they profess to be a Christian or not. And the danger that we must be 
warned of is when that is true of those who do profess to be a Christian, but who don’t actually 
possess Jesus. So we ought to examine ourselves under the light of God’s Word for our own 
good.  

Those who do not have a shepherd define their own boundaries, their own condition, their 
own needs, their own direction. When we define our own boundaries then we are ultimately 
trying to be the shepherd when that is just not possible. We are the anarchist rebelling sheep who 
try to reject the ultimate authority over us, therefore setting up our own authority as sheep trying 
to be the shepherd. This was the deception we gave into in the beginning, which then paved the 
way. We do this in a lot of ways. We can do this in atheism where we flatly reject God and His 
existence. We can do this when we cut up the Bible and take out what we don’t like and keep 
what we do. We can do this when we use our subjective reasoning as the interpretive filter in 
how we understand God’s Word. We can do this when we misunderstand the difference between 
the law and the gospel and what the law is used for. These are ways we try to define our own 
boundaries. And that is a foundational issue, because God has determined allotted periods and 
the boundaries for mankind. When we define our own boundaries we then try to define our own 
condition, our own needs, and our own direction according to our own opinions and feelings. 
This is what inevitably happens when we do not have the good Shepherd as our shepherd that we 
possess. We need a shepherd and without the right Shepherd we are lost. Listen to something that 
was written about sheep that is quite interesting when you tie this into our understanding of us 
sinful human beings with a sin nature.  

“From birth, lambs have been conditioned to follow older members of the flock. This 
instinct becomes ingrained into them early on and stays with them for their entire lives. 
Following the sheep in front of them is not a conscious thought process, but rather something 
that happens on autopilot. This makes sheep prone to wandering, especially if the lead sheep gets 
sidetracked. As born followers, they will follow the flock without a second guess. This can lead 
them into big trouble! The sheep can follow the flock right into danger without any reservations. 
Because hey - they’re with the flock.” 

We sheep can’t shepherd ourselves, nor can we follow any other sheep as our ultimate 
shepherd. Now, that doesn’t take away how God delegates humans to shepherding roles as 
delegated authorities, as under-shepherds. He does this for the different spheres of life, but He is 
to be the ultimate Shepherd of His sheep. No one can fulfill His role, the role that is meant solely 
for Him. And that’s where the foundation of this lies, with a focus on how He is to be our 
Shepherd and what He does as the good Shepherd of His own sheep who know Him and who 
listen to His voice. With this in mind we take some time out to look at a great Old Testament text 



that brings more fullness to what we are hearing in John 10 that exalts the Lord Jesus Christ as 
the good Shepherd, especially verses 9-11, “If anyone enters by me, he will be saved and will go 
in and out and find pasture. The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy. I came that they 
may have life and have it abundantly. I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his 
life for the sheep.” So as we go through Psalm 23 with verses 1-3 today as we hear more of a 
description of what John 10 says, we will go statement by statement and look at how it is when 
we are with and without a shepherd. 1) The LORD is my shepherd, therefore I shall not want, 2) 
He makes me lie down in green pastures, 3) He leads me beside still waters, and 4) He restores 
my soul. Next week we will deal solely with, 5) He leads me in paths of righteousness for his 
name’s sake. 

Knowing full well of what it means to be a shepherd, David declares right at the outset 
that the LORD is his shepherd. As he is saying this, this applies to all true believers. And who he 
means by LORD is Jesus Christ, who is the Shepherd of all true believers. In this we must see 
the graciousness of God in giving His Son and the great beauty it is that when we possess eternal 
life then we possess Eternal Life Himself. He is ultimately the gift that God gives us. This is 
made real when a sinner who is saved by grace is united to Jesus as one. Though invisible to us 
we become one with Jesus as one flesh and no one can separate that union. So in this connection 
to a shepherd, the sheep actually possess Jesus. As Jesus owns us as His own, we own Him as 
ours as well, though this is only because He first loved us and gave Himself up for us as a 
fragrant offering that was acceptable to God on our behalf. Our life is not our own. We were 
bought with a price. But He is ours as well and that will never change if we have been truly 
united to Him by a faith that is produced by the Spirit through hearing His Word, the word of 
truth, the gospel. 

We need that to sink in real deep, because we get so caught up on focusing on ourselves 
that we distort or lose track of what God has revealed about His imperishable grace in Christ. We 
lose track of it by trying to rest on our feelings and circumstances instead of resting in the 
promises of God in Christ that He has revealed in His Word, in His objective truth. This is one of 
those primary boundaries for us sheep that is for our own good. These feelings and 
circumstances are not our boundaries. They exist within the boundaries, because they are a part 
of who we are and what life is, but they don’t define our life that we ultimately have in Christ 
when we are His sheep. The boundaries of His objective truth in His Word alone are to define 
our lives as His sheep. His Word defines how we come into His fold to be a part of His flock. His 
Word defines how we go in and out from among the sheepfold. His Word defines how we remain 
a part of His flock. And His Word defines how we live and grow as His sheep who start off as 
infants, but who are to grow into a maturity that He produces. 

In that is abundant life living and active, which shows itself in what is said next, “I shall 
not want.” Though this includes desires, what this is addressing more so is not needing anything, 
not lacking anything. The LORD is my shepherd therefore I shall not need or lack anything. I 
have everything I need, because I have a shepherd who shepherds me, who takes care of me, who 
provides for me, who protects me, and who leads me. Everything that I need is given to me 
through Him. The foundation is that I shall not need or lack anything, shall not, meaning that 
everything that I need will be provided for me. What does this ultimately include? Well, this is 
what David goes into in verses 2 and 3. Before we move there though we must notice what it is 
like to be without a shepherd regarding the statement, “I shall not want.”



To be without Jesus as our shepherd is to be in need. More specifically it is to be in need 
of what we need the most. We need Jesus as our Shepherd, which is ultimately the need to have 
eternal life and to live under the Lordship of Christ as that eternal life lives. Again, what does a 
sheep do without a shepherd? It is lost. It wanders. It follows other sheep who are lost 
themselves. It is unprotected from dangers and predators. So all people who are truly without 
Jesus are helplessly and hopelessly lost. They are wandering aimlessly with needs that they are 
not able to meet. These are basic fundamental needs that we have as human beings who are made 
in the image of God, but who have turned our backs against our Creator and have gone astray in 
our own ways. 

Now lets’ move to verses 2 and 3 to see the issues that are before us in being with and 
without a shepherd. Before we get into each one we must notice something right away though. 
We must notice the sovereign active work of the shepherd. David says of Jesus, “He makes me, 
He leads me, He restores my, He leads me.” Jesus is the one who does this, which brings in the 
reality of God’s work of grace within those who are His sheep, whom enter by Him, whom He 
calls. He works within them to the point of bringing them to act, which is not against their will as 
if they don’t want to do this and they are fighting actively against it to not do it. In salvation He 
gives a new heart and the new heart starts pumping the moment it is put in us. And what is 
produced in the heart and comes out? It is the will, our desires. So in God’s saving work He 
recreates all of who we are by giving us a new heart, a new nature, and a new will that has new 
desires, new wants and can act now with a new ability according to those new desires. So in that, 
our new desires that are real and genuine now can match up with what is honoring and 
conforming to God. 

And God works to that end within us in degrees of growth in light of our stubbornness. At 
the root of this is lying down in green pastures, which He causes us to do. In this lying down we 
recognize two aspects. First is resting from our work. Jesus’ work as our Substitute brings rest 
for our souls, because we don’t work for our eternal life. It is a gift through the perfect finished 
work of Christ. He is our Sabbath rest, so in Him we rest from our work, which, at the core, deals 
with our relationship with God and fulfilling a perfect obedience of His law. We cannot work to 
please God for salvation therefore Jesus must work and in His offering Himself up as our sinless 
sacrifice, because of His perfect righteousness, we then can lay down in Jesus. This is the gospel 
truth in whom the Son has revealed the Father to those who hear Jesus calling them to come and 
find rest in Him, and they answer that call by God’s grace, which causes them to lie down. 
Matthew 11:28-30, “28 Come to me, all who labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. 
29 Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me, for I am gentle and lowly in heart, and you will 
find rest for your souls. 30 For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.” This is what it means to 
lie down. 

Lying down also sheds light on the truth that the Shepherd’s sheep are secure from harm. 
This co-exists with what we will hear soon about walking in the valley of the shadow of death, 
but His sheep fear no evil. They fear no evil, because the work of Christ makes them lie down in 
a place that is guarded by the Sovereign Shepherd. Just think about the vulnerability of a sheep 
who is lying down in an open field as they are exposed to predators. This would be the case if it 
was not for their shepherd. And our Shepherd, if you are in Christ, is the reigning King Jesus 
who destroys sin, death, and satan, so we are safe from harm in that open field. Here we ought to 
recognize the connection to David and Goliath. David a humble shepherd on behalf of Israel kills 



what seems to be undefeatable, Goliath, with one shot from a weapon that seemed to be weak. 
Jesus a humble Shepherd on behalf of His sheep kills what seems to be undefeatable, sin, death, 
and satan, with one shot, His once for all sacrifice of Himself, from a weapon, Himself, that 
seemed to be weak. And in the victory of David over Goliath, God’s people are protected. In the 
victory of Jesus over sin, death, and satan, God’s people, His sheep are protected. So if we are in 
Christ, we are safe. Our life, our eternal life that is, can never be taken from us. It has been won 
for us and it is secure.

And our life in that state is cared for. We first see that we are cared for by where we lie 
down. We lie down in green pastures. What do sheep eat? They eat greenery, grass. This is what 
surrounds God’s sheep. And they are not just in one pasture, but pastures. This recognizes the 
abundance of God’s riches in Christ, the abundant life of eternal life, which is ultimately Jesus 
who is our food that endures to eternal life. So these green pastures in general show us that 
never-ending provision of God’s gracious care in our salvation. We shall not be in need, lacking 
anything, because, for one, we have the food we need. Now, we can look at this more specifically 
and see what these green pastures can connect us to, that is the gospel, the word of truth. God’s 
Word is our spiritual food. We are to live on every word that comes out of the mouth of God, 
right? So in these green pastures we can see living on the gospel of Christ and how that is 
necessary for the Christian to be sustained and to grow. 

Now, what does this mean for those who are without a shepherd? Well, they are not lying 
down and they are not in green pastures, therefore they are not at rest and they are not safe, nor 
do they have the right food for health and growth. It’s like sheep who are restlessly wandering, 
always on the search, and they are in a barren wasteland, desolate with no greenery, so therefore 
they have no food to provide for their health and growth. This is everyone who is not truly in 
Christ. It is everyone who does not truly possess Jesus as their Shepherd. If we have not come to 
a saving faith in Christ according to God’s revelation about what that really is, then we are in a 
dire, dangerous situation. But the problem is when we think about this as sinners, in our 
ignorance we are none the wiser, just like sheep are not too smart and aware. In our own eyes in 
our sin we think we are just fine in this barren environment. That is until God works by His grace 
through His gospel. Unfortunately though, this delusion covers the eyes and hearts of many 
today and they, you if this is you, must be warned of this danger. 

Next, Jesus’ sheep will not be in need, because Christ their Shepherd leads them beside 
still waters. This first has the same context of rest and safety. This is a safe place where the sheep 
are not in fear of danger. So here they can rest and get what they need, which is richly provided 
for them. They do not lack. Just like the food the sheep need in the green pastures, this is another 
source of nourishment that the sheep need in drinking water. So in these still waters they can 
actually come and drink fresh water calmly, safely. With the imagery from poetry that needs to 
be recognized, like earlier how we can see the Word of God as green pastures, we can also see 
still waters in the refreshing, nourishing work of the Spirit. This can be attributed to His work in 
general as He is the living water that is flowing within those who are in Christ. This can also be 
expanded to the Spirit’s work through the Word as Ephesians 5:26 tells us that Jesus sanctifies 
His sheep through the washing of the Word. We all need water to live and we ought to drink a 
good amount daily. So it is spiritually, yet when we are His sheep we do not lack this water. And 
we actively drink from these still waters, because God is sovereign in leading us beside these still 
waters. It is a constant source that God provides and brings us to, which shows a great picture of 



the constant work of the Spirit. 
For those without this leading by the good Shepherd then, for one, if they are not led by a 

shepherd, a good caring shepherd, then they are either being led by harmful thieves or wolves or 
they are wandering themselves trying to find something that they have no discernment for. They 
can’t find what they need. So they may either be led to or they may wander upon not still waters, 
but rushing waters, which prove to be harmful for defenseless sheep. A sheep could easily get 
caught up by the torrent and drown. That is many unbelievers and false believers today where 
they are drowning in a torrent of falsehood and deception. 

The next sovereign provision of the good Shepherd is said to be the restoring of the soul, 
which is no longer something that the sheep of Christ shall need. This third statement, in a sense, 
can be seen as a culmination of the first two. And that’s where we can see this good and clear in 
providing the spiritual nourishment we need, in that, God restores our soul. He saves us in light 
of the provision of the Shepherd, Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection. This restoring is a one time 
event and, at the same time, it is an ongoing reality until His work is completed in us. 

So that one time event signifies the moment of our salvation. This restoring means to turn 
back or return or convert. What needs to happen to us when we think of our need for salvation? 
We are turned toward sin and the desires of our sinful heart, which is rebellion against God from 
a heart that is turned away from God. So we need to be turned back to God. And this has to do 
with the deepest, most important and inner part of our being, our soul. Think about all of what 
we talked about the past couple of weeks, especially with sheep needing a shepherd and hear 
these words of God from Matthew 16:24-26, “If anyone would come after me, let him deny 
himself and take up his cross and follow me. For whoever would save his life will lost it, but 
whoever loses his life for my sake will find it. For what will it profit a man if he gains the whole 
world and forfeits his soul? Or what shall a man give in return for his soul?” In our sinfulness 
our soul is turned toward wanting what this fallen world offers us and not the restoration that 
Christ offers us. This will only change if God Himself in His sovereign grace restores our soul. 
This does not say, “He will restore your soul if you let Him.” But that is precisely what is utterly 
wrong with much of evangelicalism today. That’s what many believe and many are not ignorant 
of what that means. Many believe that that’s the way of salvation knowing what that means 
whether in basic terms or in deliberate theological study. But God achieves this restoration of the 
soul solely by His grace alone. 

And this restoration continues on in the context of sanctification. The Christian continues 
on from the moment of their salvation where they have eternal life secure, for good, and now 
they live a life of repentance and keeping with the fruit of repentance, because they still war 
against the flesh this side of heaven. God brings us to hate our sin more and more as we grow 
more and more. So this is not something we lack anymore. It is something that is an ongoing 
reality as the conviction of the Holy Spirit brings us back, restores us to following Christ more 
faithfully in the times when we fall and get tangled up in sin. 

But for those who do not possess Jesus as their Shepherd this means that their soul is 
turned away from God and that is its fixed state. It’s not like they can turn it back and forth 
themselves by how good they are. When Jesus is not our Shepherd in reality, then our nature, our 
soul, our most inner being of who we are is turned away. So if the very make up, identity, 
character, and nature of our soul is turned away from God then how is it that anything good 
would come out of it? And that is the state of every soul that’s without Christ. And many of those 



today are professing Christians. I just heard a statistic that said that 65-75% of Americans profess 
to be Christian. How does that make sense with the condition of our nation and the direction that 
we are going and have been going for some time now? We have turned away from who we used 
to be as a nation, which shows that many people who think they are good with God have, in 
reality, a soul that is turned away from Him in belief and behavior. If 65-75% of Americans were 
actually Christians according to how God describes His sheep to be then a lot would be different 
about our nation. 

But God’s faithfulness is sure for His sheep, because He is their Shepherd. He is the good 
Shepherd, their good Shepherd, who is perfect and selfless in all He does. In Him they do not 
lack anything. If He is our Shepherd then it will show by whether we are resting in Him alone for 
our salvation, it will show by what we are feeding upon and being washed with, which is to be 
the Word of God by the Spirit, it will show by the restoration of our soul that has been turned 
back to God in salvation and is being turned back to Him when we stray momentarily in 
sanctification. These elements will then show more as He leads His sheep in paths of 
righteousness for His name’s sake. That is an element that is necessary to look at by itself next 
Sunday.


